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Abstract
With the development of websites and social networks, Internet users generate a massive amount of comments and infor-
mation on the Web. Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, offers an opportunity to mine the people’s sentiments 
and emotions from the textual comments. In the last decade, sentiment analysis has been applied in research areas such as 
recommendation and support systems and has become an area of interest for many researchers. Therefore, many studies have 
been carried out on English, while other languages, such as Arabic, received less attention. Increasingly, sentiment analysis 
researchers use machine learning due to its excellent performance. However, the generated models are black boxes and non-
interpretable by the users. The rule-based classification is a promising approach for generating interpretable models. This 
work proposes a classification rule-based Arabic sentiment analysis approach together with a new binary equilibrium opti-
mization metaheuristic algorithm as an optimization method for classification rule generation from Arabic documents. The 
proposed approach has been experimented on the Opinion Corpus for Arabic (OCA) and generates a classification model of 
thirteen rules. The comparison results with state-of-the-art methods show that the proposed approach outperforms all other 
white-box models regarding classification accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Today’s advancements in online communities enable the 
widespread of user-generated content. Such content allows 
a large community of simple users to generate a consider-
able mass of information that needs powerful tools to mine 
it [1]. The importance of user-generated content is dual; it 
allows organizations to have feedback from clients about 
their products and services. It also provides customers with 

reviews posted by other users and their summarizations. 
Thus, one’s view of the world is primarily influenced by 
others’ views [2].

Sentiment analysis is the most crucial field in natural 
language processing (NLP), where the goal is to mine peo-
ple’s opinions about events, products, etc. The main task 
of sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining [3], is 
the classification of opinionated documents into positive, 
negative, and neutral classes [4]; also, more classifications 
are possible [5–7].

Arabic is one of the ten top languages used on the Internet 
by 2021.1 There are three forms of Arabic: classical Arabic, 
modern standard Arabic, and Arabic. In addition to these 
official forms, Arabic users on the Web use Arabizi [8–11] 
or Romanized Arabic [12, 13] as a form of Arabic text writ-
ing with Latin script [14]. The discretization is an additional 
dimension of Arabic language complexity when diacritics 
(light vowels) are essential to determine the sense of a word 

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4411-0901
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/s13369-022-07198-2&domain=pdf
https://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm
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or its part of speech category. These signs are omitted in 
Arabic texts in almost all cases [15–17].

Compared to English sentiment analysis, Arabic senti-
ment analysis (ASA) branch is still in its infancy [18]. We 
found in the literature several used approaches to resolve 
the problem of ASA. However, one can group the available 
approaches into two main categories [19]: machine learn-
ing or corpus-based [20–22] and lexicon-based approaches 
[23–27].

In the literature, many works adopt the machine learning 
approach due to its simplicity and the large available anno-
tated corpora [28–30]. Machine learning models proposed 
in the literature are, in most cases, black-box methods 
when they do not help in producing human-interpretable 
sentiment analysis models [2]. Thus, despite considerable 
performance achieved using traditional black-box machine 
learning classifiers, they give no information about why a 
document is assigned to one class or another [1].

In contrast, white-box approaches use classification rules 
(CRs) to generate interpretable models [31]. In almost all 
rule-based approaches, especially lexicon-based approaches, 
the CRs are generated manually by decision-making man-
agers [1]. However, given the large size of the corpora in 
general, it is impossible to do this manually. In this paper, 
we address the automatic generation of CR from the OCA 
corpus. The CR generation is considered a combinatorial 
optimization problem.

Recently, the discrete equilibrium optimization algorithm 
(DEOA) was proposed by Malik et al. [32] for solving the 
classification rule generation in discrete problems. The 
DEOA shows promising results compared to other swarm-
based optimization algorithms [32]. Given the promising 
results of the DEOA, this paper adapts it for binary opti-
mization problems. Thus, we propose a new binary version 
of DEOA called binary equilibrium optimization algorithm 
(BEOA) to optimize the CRs generation for ASA. The nov-
elty of our work is related to the ASA model through a rule-
based approach using BEOA [33].

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized 
as follows:

• A binary version of the discrete equilibrium optimization 
algorithm (DEOA) has been proposed and named BEOA. 
To adapt BEOA for binary optimization problems, we 
have used binary operators to update the position equation.

• The paper proposes a CRs generation approach using 
BEOA. Our approach generates an interpretable model 
with competitive classification accuracy compared to 
state-of-the-art approaches.

• The generated model allows the view and the study of 
the dataset terms' effect on the CRs. Thus, it may help 
improve the performance by using different NLP tools 
such as stemmers, stop word lists, and n-gram models.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Sect. 2 presents the background of this work, including 
ASA and rule-based ASA. Section 3 exposes and discusses 
related works about ASA and rule-based classifier genera-
tion. Section 4 details the proposed approach. The experi-
mental design, results, and discussion are reported in Sect. 5. 
Section 6 concludes this paper with perspectives on future 
works.

2  Background

2.1  Arabic Sentiment Analysis

The problem of sentiment analysis can be handled at three 
levels: document level, aspect level, and sentence level [34]. 
At the document level, the whole document is classified as 
to whether it expressed a positive or negative sentiment. The 
problem resolution at the aspect level is not limited to senti-
ment classification; it tries to identify the opinion target of 
the expressed sentiment [35]. At this level, aspect extrac-
tion is a preliminary phase. At the sentence level, we start 
by classifying sentences into subjective and objective ones, 
and then, the subjective sentences will be classified as posi-
tive or negative [34]. Two main approaches were adopted 
to resolve sentiment analysis in opinionated documents: 
corpus-based and lexicon-based. A set of hybrid methods 
is proposed in the literature to benefit from both corpus and 
lexicon approaches [36].

Work in sentiment analysis has achieved much advance-
ment for English and other Indo-European languages; how-
ever, the situation for Arabic is different. To show this gap, 
the authors represent in Fig. 1 the number of researches, 
from Google Scholar, on sentiment analysis in English, 
Chinese, Spanish, Arabic, and French from 2000 to 2021. 
This luck of works dealing with ASA is added to Arabic’s 
inherent characteristics related to the language specificities 
such as morphology, ambiguity, absence of capitalization, 
and Arabic dialects [14]. The ambiguity of Arabic comes, 
especially, from diacritic marks. These marks are absent in 
almost all Arabic documents, and Arabic native speakers 
can read such documents without these marks [37]. Arabic 
dialects are spoken forms of language used in daily conver-
sation in the Arab world. These dialects are mainly used 
in social media and discussion forums [38]. The problem 
with dialects is the absence of standardized rules for writing 
them. Thus, it is challenging to have efficient NLP tools to 
handle all Arabic dialects [14].

2.2  Rule‑Based Arabic Sentiment Analysis

The ASA can be considered a classification problem in data 
mining and NLP [34]. Rule-based classification (RBC), also 
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called associative classification, is one of the data mining 
tasks introduced by Liu et al. [39] to extract CRs from data-
sets for decision support purposes in several domains. A 
rule-based classifier C is composed of CRs set ordered by 
their importance, C = {CR1, CR2,… CRN}, where N is the 
classifier size in terms of CRs number and CRi is the ith CR 
in the classifier C.

We defined a CR for ASA as the association between 
a subset of words X and the class feature CF. When 
X = {w1,w2,…wp} is called the rule’s antecedent, where wi is 
the ith word in the word vector, the class feature CF is the 
consequent of the rule.

Let a word vector dataset WVDS = {wv1, wv2, …, wvp} 
where wvi is the ith word vector in WVDS. Each word vec-
tor wv is represented by binary values corresponding to m 
words, wv = {a1, a2,…, am, CF} where ai ∈ {0,1}; “1” indi-
cates the presence of the word wi in the document, and “0” 
indicates its absence. CF ∈ {0, 1}, where “0” means that 
the corresponding document is classified negative and “1” 
means that it is classified positive.

The rule-based classifier is used to classify a new unclas-
sified document (word vector). For any new word vector 
wvi, the CRs of the classifier are checked in order one by 
one. Once the classifier finds a classification rule CRj that 
matches wvi (i.e., the wvi corresponds to the antecedent of 
the rule CRj), it classifies wvi according to the class label 
of the rule CRj. If there is no rule matches wvi, the classi-
fier cannot classify this document and will assign it to the 
default class.

Let a classification model C = {R1, R2, R3, R4} in Fig. 2a 
and a test set T = {wv1,  wv2,  wv3,  wv4} in Fig. 2b with the 
vocabulary V = {w1,w2, …,w6}. In Fig. 2b, the classification 
result and the classification interpretation of each instance 
in T using the classifier C is presented.

3  Related Works

3.1  Arabic Sentiment Analysis

In the literature, several machine learning-based approaches 
have been proposed for ASA, and most of these approaches 
generate black-box models that are not understandable by 
the user. In contrast, few works propose interpretable clas-
sification models for ASA. The following literature review 
has grouped works into black-box and white-box models.

3.1.1  Black‑Box Models

The work of Gamal et al. [40] used five machine learning 
algorithms for sentiment classification on the Arabic tweets 
dataset. The dataset comprises 151,000 tweets collected by 
a Twitter API using a set of Arabic keywords in both Mod-
ern Standard Arabic and dialectal Arabic. Experiments with 
ridge regression achieve the best results by 99.99% accuracy, 
outperforming support vector machines (SVM) and naïve 
Bayes (NB) classifiers.

Fig. 1  Number of sentiment analysis researches on Arabic and other languages
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The authors in [41] used two datasets: one publicly avail-
able OCA [33] and the second is ACOM collected from the 
Aljazeera website. In their experimental study, the authors 
implemented three well-known machine learning algo-
rithms: SVM, NB, and K-NN. SVM and NB classifiers give 
the best results, while the K-NN performance depends on 
the corpus.

In SANA (sentiment analysis on newspapers comments 
in Algeria) [21], the authors created their corpus from Alge-
rian Newspaper websites intended to study the opinion min-
ing problem. For the experiments, SVM, NB, and K-NN 
machine learning methods were applied to SANA and OCA 
corpora to compare the results. The accuracy depends on the 
corpus, and NB with Bi-gram achieves the best performance.

The work [7] has studied people's sentiment toward the 
COVID-19 epidemic in India and worldwide. The authors 
use a bidirectional encoding representation for a transformer 
model on two datasets: The first is from Indian users and the 
second from users around the world. In the experimental 
study, the proposed approach achieves 94% accuracy.

A deep learning-based framework that allows the 
improvement of the accuracy of ASA is developed in [4]. 
The work has implemented deep learning models to rep-
resent Arabic text from the Twitter social network. The 
collected tweets are written in both Moroccan dialect and 
Modern Standard Arabic. In the experiments, the authors 
use three machine learning methods, i.e., NB, SVM, and 

maximum entropy. Also, they investigate a deep learning 
approach using a convolutional neural network and long 
short-term memory models. The beep learning models out-
perform basic machine learning methods in the basic repre-
sentation without text preprocessing. In addition, the authors 
observe the tremendous impact of preprocessing operations, 
such as the light stemmer, on increasing the performance 
results of all classifiers.

Machine learning-based sentiment polarity detection in 
seven languages, including Arabic, is studied in [19]. A set 
of n-gram models is tested for byte, character, and word 
level. Byte and character n-gram models outperform word 
n-gram models in almost all cases in the different languages. 
In contrast to other languages, the K-NN classifier on the 
OCA corpus performs the best results in Arabic.

Sentiment analysis of people against the COVID-19 pan-
demic from Twitter social media network is achieved in [42]. 
A dataset of 1500 tweets, 750 positives and 750 negatives, is 
collected and annotated by two experts. Three well-known 
machine learning methods were used to classify tweets into 
positive and negative classes. SVM classifier gives the best 
results. The obtained results prove the impact of preprocess-
ing steps in increasing the accuracy.

From the presented black-box approaches, it is clear that 
very accurate models are developed. The developed mod-
els give very interesting classification results. Despite these 
important obtained results via black-box methods, the users 

Fig. 2  Instance classification by 
a rule-based classifier applica-
tion

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Class

R1
1 0 1 1 0 1 01 1 0 1 1 0
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Class

R2
0 0 1 1 1 0 11 0 1 0 0 0
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Class

R3
0 1 0 1 1 0 11 0 1 0 1 1
w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Class

R4
0 1 1 0 1 0 01 0 1 0 1 1

(a) Rule-based classifier 

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6
Classification 

results
Classification interpretation

wv1 1 0 0 1 0 0 ‘0’ Classified by R1

wv2 1 0 1 0 0 1 ‘1’ Unclassified by R1 and  
Classified by R2

wv3 0 0 1 0 1 1 ‘1’ Unclassified by R1 and R2,
then Classified by R3

wv4 0 0 1 1 1 1 ‘0’ Unclassified by R1, R2 and
R3, then Classified by R4.

(b) Instances classification 
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cannot understand how a model has assigned a document to 
a class or another.

3.1.2  White‑Box Models (Rule‑Based Sentiment Analysis)

White-box-based classification approach has been intro-
duced to overcome the drawback of black-box classification 
methods in terms of model interpretability. The importance 
of the developed white-box models is to allow the users to 
explain their decisions. Two main techniques are used for 
generating white-box classification models, i.e., decision 
trees (DTs) and RBC.

DT-based classification is a white-box classification 
method commonly used in several studies. DTs provide 
a hierarchical decomposition of the training data starting 
with the root until the leaf nodes. Each node in the tree is 
labeled by word occurrences (features) in the document. 
The branches are labeled by the weight of the word in the 
document. Finally, the leaves are labeled by the class value. 
Harrag et al. [43] used a decision tree (ID3) for classify-
ing Arabic text documents. The authors construct firstly a 
vector containing all words present in all documents of the 
training dataset. In the second stage, they select a subset of 
words from the constructed vector according to some cri-
teria. Finally, weight is affected to each word in the vector. 
The experimental results using two different corpora show 
that the corpus documents' nature and specificity impact the 
classification performance.

In [44], the authors created a Sentiword lexicon from the 
used corpus and compared the DT with SVM and NB for a 
sentiment analyzer of Arabic YouTube pages using a gath-
ered Corpus. The experimental results show the superiority 
of the NB algorithm. In [45], the authors aim to study a 
comparison of the DT, SVM, and NB for ASA on Twit-
ter. Their work deals with Modern Standard Arabic. The 
experimental results show that DT outperforms the other 
techniques by obtaining 78% of the F-measure. However, in 
DTs, the training's simple change may significantly change 
the generated mode l [46].

Few RBC approaches have been used in ASA literature. 
The rule-based classifiers are based on CRs generated from 
the training dataset. A CR has the simple form IF–THEN 
to classify a document, making it easily understandable by 
the user. Thus, it enhances the interpretability of generated 
models.

The authors in [47] proposed a novel approach based on 
the rough set theory for uncertain, incomplete, and vague 
information classification and analysis. In this work, the 
methodology starts with text preprocessing, including 
tokenization, removing stop words and stemming, and the 
term weighting using TF-IDF. The authors have used a data-
set of Egyptian tweets consisting of 4812 documents. In the 
experiments, the authors compare two types of reduct, full 

reduct and object reduct, with two classifiers: majority vot-
ing and NB. The highest percentage of accuracy, 54%, is 
achieved by object reduct when applied over genetic reducer.

A framework for sentiment analysis from Twitter is devel-
oped on the base of a rough set theory paradigm for gen-
erating corpus-based rules [1]. The authors have used the 
rough set theory-based algorithms for rules generation, i.e., 
exhaustive, genetic, covering, and LEM2 (Learning from 
Examples Module 2). The framework implemented a novel 
rule induction algorithm to provide maximum coverage in 
Tweets classification. The performance of the proposed 
method, LEM2-CBR, is auspicious compared with similar 
approaches, despite the limited number of rules generated 
by the LEM2 model.

3.2  Rule‑Based Classifier Generation

Currently, several methods are available for CRs generation 
from datasets. These methods use CRs set for classifying 
instances. We categorized these methods by the nature of 
rule generation and grouped them into two distinct groups. 
First, indirect methods generate the CRs using an intermedi-
ate model such as decision trees and association rule (AR) 
set. The latter group concerns direct methods that generate 
CRs directly from the dataset without using intermediate 
models.

DTs and random forests are commonly used as models 
for generating CRs because of their easy conversion into 
a set of CRs. C4.5, CART, and ID3 [48, 49] are the most 
well-known DT methods. However, in DTs, the training's 
simple change may produce a more significant change in the 
generated model [50].

Wang et al. [51] proposed a method called improved ran-
dom forest-based rule extraction for rules extraction from a 
random forest tree. This method aims to derive CRs from a 
set of DTs generated by the random forest algorithm using 
a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for optimizing the 
extracted CR set.

The CR generation from ARs operates in two phases: 
The first phase aims to generate AR set from a dataset using 
known algorithms such as Apriori [52]. An AR represents 
the relationships among features of the dataset; however, a 
CR represents the relationship between the dataset’s features 
and the class feature. Then, the classification model is com-
posed only of a set of CRs [39]. The second phase extracted 
a subset of CRs from the AR set, satisfying prespecified 
support and confidence values.

Liu et al. [39] proposed an algorithm that extracts a 
CR set from the AR set generated by the Apriori algo-
rithm. Variants of the Apriori algorithm are used in [53] 
and [54]. The classification based on predictive associa-
tion rules [55] generates the ARs by an exhaustive search 
and then ranks the generated rules to form the classifier. 
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However, this algorithm is expensive in term of run time. 
So, to reduce the run time, the authors in [56] proposed a 
classification based on a multiple association rules algo-
rithm, in which the ARs are generated using CR-Tree 
and FP-Tree algorithms. Thabtah et al. [57] proposed an 
algorithm called multi-class classification based on asso-
ciation rules, in which the Tid-list method is used during 
the rule generation stage. Hadi et al. [58] developed the 
enhancement class association rules and fast associative 
classification algorithms by employing the exact match 
prediction method to predict unseen text in a Saoudi press 
dataset. The experiments indicate that the enhancement 
class association rules classifier outperformed traditional 
classifiers (K-NN, SVM, DT, and NB) concerning to error 
rate, recall, and precision.

In these indirect CR generation approaches, the number 
of rules depends on the number of features in the dataset, 
which increases the run time of the algorithms, especially in 
the cases of big datasets. In addition, it generates classifiers 
with a large number of rules which complicate their inter-
pretability. Then, the direct CR set generation approach can 
build classifiers whose size is independent of the dataset's 
features.

Hasanpour et al. [49] used an evolutionary population-
based algorithm called harmony search to extract ideal CRs 
from the dataset. Ant-Miner, a swarm-based algorithm, is 
used to explore the entire search space and generates a set 
of CRs directly from the dataset [59]. To improve the quality 
of the Ant-Miner algorithm, Holden and Freitas [60] hybrid-
ized the ant colony optimization [61] algorithm with the 
particle swarm optimization algorithm [62]. Otero et al. [63] 
propose a new sequential covering strategy for Ant-Miner 
to mitigate the problem of rule interaction. The authors pro-
posed in [64] a new algorithm called Ant-MinerPAE to over-
come the premature convergence to local optimum in the ant 
colony optimization algorithm.

DEOA has been recently proposed to tackle discrete opti-
mization problems and demonstrate promising results. This 
paper proposes a binary version of DEOA to resolve the CR 
generation in ASA as a binary problem. The proposed binary 
version of DEOA is an optimization algorithm called BEOA. 
The proposed approach uses the OCA corpus to create a 
word vector for generating CR set as an interpretable clas-
sification model. Our novel approach optimizes the rule gen-
eration process from word vector by generating a small set 
of rules improving the classification model interpretability.

4  Proposed Approach

The proposed approach, as presented in Fig. 3, is carried out 
in four phases:

(i) Data preprocessing, including tokenization, filtering 
stop words, stemming, and filtering tokens by length;
(ii) Feature extraction;
(iii) Rule-based classifier generation using BEOA;
(iv) The use of the rule-based classifier to sentiment clas-
sification as positive or negative.

4.1  Used Dataset

This work has used the OCA corpus [33] for experiments. 
The OCA dataset consists of 500 reviews for Arabic movies. 

Data Pre-processing

OCA
dataset

Tokenization

Filtering stop words

Stemming

Filtering tokens by length

Classification rules 
generation using 

BEOA

Word Vector Generation

Feature Extraction

Pos Neg

Word 
vectors

Classification

Generated rules

Fig. 3  Proposed rule-based Arabic sentiment analysis approach
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From the reviews, 250 have positive sentimental orientation, 
and 250 have negative sentimental orientation. For OCA 
annotation, the authors adopt the rating system of related 
websites to annotate the reviews. The annotation system 
considered reviews with more than three points as positive, 
while those with less than three points as negative. The 
authors consider reviews with three points as neutral and 
eliminate this category from their corpus.

The use of the OCA for this study is motivated by its 
prominent use in the community of ASA and its conveni-
ence for the current study. The first motivation is related 
to the prominent use of the OCA corpus since 2011 in the 
literature [65–69]. The second motivation is related to the 
homogeneity, the size of the documents, and the nature of 
their authors, i.e., the bloggers [41].

4.2  Data Preprocessing

The collected data from the web are noisy by nature. Pre-
processing is a preliminary step in almost all text mining 
tasks. Preprocessing technique is used to reduce the size of 
documents and enhance the classification performance. This 
work uses the Rapidminer2 toolkit and python language in 
this stage.

4.2.1  Tokenization

In tokenization, the words of text, also known as tokens, 
are obtained by splitting the text using white spaces and 
punctuation marks.

4.2.2  Stop Words Removal

Stop words are terms having no importance in document 
polarity identification. Eliminating these words helps in 
improving system performance by reducing the vector size. 
For the sake of simplicity, we adopt the list of Arabic stop 
words from the used toolkit Rapidminer [33, 70].

4.2.3  Stemming

Stemming is a common task in all NLP projects. We can dif-
ferentiate stemming from root extraction. Stemming groups 
words in relation to semantics, while root extraction groups 
them according to a global meaning [71]. We used the full 
stemmer in this work to optimize our system performances. 
Thus, the word vector size will be reduced considerably. 
This work has employed the Arabic stemmer offered by the 
Rapidminer toolkit following some works using the OCA 
corpus [33, 70].

4.2.4  Filtering Tokens by Length

This step eliminates short terms, with less than two letters 
becoming symbols. Long terms, having more than 25 let-
ters, have no vital polarity information are also eliminated 
in this phase.

4.3  Feature Extraction

Feature extraction aims to find the most suitable features 
for text classification. Extracted features may incorporate 
relevant knowledge for sentiment analysis, including seman-
tic, commonsense, syntactic, and sentiment words [72]. This 
work used the uni-gram model for feature extraction, follow-
ing the work [73] when the uni-gram model performs the 
best among other evaluated models.

4.4  Word Vector Generation

The text is mapped in this step to a vector representation. 
This representation facilitates the machine handling of tex-
tual data [19]. Several vector representation models are pro-
posed in the literature [74, 75]. We used the binary term 
occurrence (BTO) in this work, which we estimate the most 
suitable for our work for its promising results in [70]. In the 
BTO model, the vector space corresponds to the corpus's 
total number of unique words. Thus, a word is represented 
by “1” if it is present in the document and by “0” otherwise.

di =
(
wi1,wi2,… ,wik

)
∕wij ∈ {0, 1} , where k represents 

the vocabulary, i.e., the set of all words in the used dataset. 
wij refers to the presence “1” or the absence “0” of the word 
“j” in the document “i,” in other terms whether this word 
contributes to the representation of this document [19]. This 
phase produces a vector of 698 attributes.

4.5  BEOA‑Based Rule Generation for Arabic 
Sentiment Analysis

In this section, we present the proposed classification rule-
based ASA approach. For this, the BEOA is proposed and 
used to generate the CRs. After preparing the word vector 
from the original dataset, i.e., OCA, the word vector is ana-
lyzed for generating a rule-based classifier model to classify 
new documents. The proposed approach works as follows: 
A new dataset is generated from the word vector at each 
iteration, containing only the class instances with the highest 
number of instances. BEOA is called iteratively to generate 
one CR from the new dataset in every iteration. After that, 
all instances covered by the generated rule in the new dataset 
are removed. This process must be repeated until the word 
vector dataset becomes empty. Algorithm 1 describes the 
main steps of classification rules generation using BEOA. 
Algorithm 2 gives the BEOA details.2 https:// rapid miner. com/

https://rapidminer.com/
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Due to its excellent performance in solving rule gen-
eration problems, the authors in [32] have studied DEOA 
to adapt it for ASA problems. Algorithm 1 presents the 
pseudo-code of the proposed BEOA used to generate a 
CR from the word vector dataset. The working principle 
of BEOA is described as follows:

4.6  Particle Position Encoding and Rule 
Representation

There are two different approaches for encoding the par-
ticle’s position: Michigan and Pittsburgh. In the Michi-
gan approach, a particle’s position encodes only one rule, 
while in the Pittsburgh approach, the particle’s position 
encodes a set of rules. However, the Pittsburgh approach 
has a complicated encoding that needs more computational 
time memory [76]. So, in this paper, the Michigan method 
[77] is used, where each particle searches a single CR 
from the training dataset for a selected class. The CR has 

the form IF–THEN; the IF part, called the antecedent, is a 
conjunction of conditions in the form (word = 0 or 1). The 
value “1” indicates the presence of the word in the vec-
tor representing the document, while the value “0” means 
its absence. So, only the values “0” or “1” in the vector 
represent the particle’s position, making the rule genera-
tion a binary optimization problem. The THEN part is a 
consequent that corresponds to the prediction class. In our 
approach, the class is previously selected (as presented in 
Algorithm 1). Hence, the particle should include only the 
IF part of the rule.

Two d-dimensional binary vectors are used for a par-
ticle’s structure, where d is the number of words in the 
training word vector dataset. In the first vector, if the ith 
value is “1,” then the ith word is selected in the rule, and 
if the value is “0,” the ith word is not selected in the rule. 
The second vector represents the value of each selected 
word in the rule. If the ith value is “1,” then the ith word 
is present in the word vector (document), and if the value 
“0,” the word is absent in the word vector. Table 1 presents 
a detailed example.

The position of Table 1 represents the following CR {w1 = 0 and 
w3 = 0 and w5 = 0 and w7 = 1 and w8 = 0 and w9 = 1} =  > Y. This rule 
means that if the words w1, w3, w5, and w8 are absent in the document 
and the words  w7 and  w9 are present in the document, then the class 
of the document is Y, and thus, Y is the class of the considered rule.

4.7  Particle Initialization

Random uniform initialization is used in this work, in 
which the initial positions of all particles are randomly 
scattered in the search space. The two vectors of the par-
ticle are randomly initialized by 0 or 1.

4.8  Fitness Function for Position Evaluation

Because the particle’s position represents a CR, the quality 
of each CR is related to the number of correctly classi-
fied word vectors and the number of covered word vectors 
in the training dataset by the rule. Then, the used fitness 
function is as follows in Eq. 1.

where All_wv is the number of all word vectors in the data-
set, wv_Cor_Clas is the number of word vectors correctly 
classified by the CR, and wv_Cov is the number of word 
vectors covered by the rule.

4.9  Position Updating

DEOA is a discrete metaheuristic that contains discrete 
valued operators (addition, multiplication, subtraction, and 
division) in the position update equation, while the proposed 
BEOA is a binary metaheuristic. Then, we must modify the 
operators in the update position equation of BEOA to adapt 
it to binary optimization problems. For this, new binary 
operators are used. Equation (2) presents the position update 
equation of each particle position in BEOA.

where Xi and Xi+1are the current and the new position vectors 
of the particle, respectively, and Xeq is the equilibrium posi-
tion randomly chosen from the equilibrium pool  (Peq, pool) 

(1)Fitness =

{
1 if All_wv = wv_Cor_Clas

All_wv

(All_wv−wv_Cor_Clas)∗(All_wv+wv_Cov)
else All_wv ≠ wv_Cor_Clas

(2)Xi+1 =

{
Xeq +

G

𝜆
if F ≥ 0

Xeq + (Xi − Xeq) else F < 0

Table 1  Particle's encoding Words w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10

Word selection in CR (CA) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
Word value in CR (PA) 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
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vector calculated using Eqs. (3) and (4). F is the exponential 
parameter vector used to balance exploration and exploita-
tion, F is a vector of real values calculated using Eq. (6). G 
and � are binary vectors and have the same structure as Xi. 
G is the generation rate parameter vector calculated using 
Eqs. (7) and (8), and λ is a random vector.

where Average_Equilibrium_Vector() is the procedure pre-
sented in Algorithm 3.

where iter and Max_iter are the current and maximum itera-
tions time, respectively, a2 is another tuned parameter of the 
algorithm.

where a1 is a tuned parameter, r is a random vector in the 
interval [0,1], t is the time, and it is decreased with the num-
ber of iterations, such as presented in Eq. (5). The operators 
“-” and “*” in Eq. (6) are real-valued.

(3)Xeq_pool =
{
Xeq0,Xeq1,Xeq2,Xeq3,Xave

}

(4)
Xave = Average_Equilibrium_Vector (Ceq1, Ceq2, Ceq3, Ceq4)

(5)t =

(
1 −

iter

Max_iter

)(
a2

iter

Max_iter

)

(6)F = a1 ∗ sign(r − 0.5)
(
e−�t − 1

)

where F is defined in Eq. (6) and |∗| is the absolute value function.
The operators “ + ,” “-,” “ *,” and “/” in Eqs. (2) (4), 

and (7) are binary operators that operate between vectors. 
These operators are defined as follows:

Let two vectors X and Y that are the same structure of 
the vector Xi.

X − y =

{
Y if X ≠ Y

0 if X = Y
 (9)

(7)G =

{
G0 if F > 0
||1 − G0

|| if F ≤ 0

(8)G0 = Xeq −
(
� ∗ Xi

)

(10)X + Y =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

X if X ≠ 0 and Y = 0

Y if X = 0 and Y ≠ 0

X OR Y randomly if X ≠ 0 and Y ≠ 0

0 if X = 0 and Y = 0

(11)X∕Y =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

X if Y = 0

0 if X = 0 and Y = 1

X OR Y randomly if X = 1 and Y = 1

(12)X ∗ Y =

{
0 if X = 0 OR Y = 0

X OR Y randomly else
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Table 2  Generated rules by our approach from OCA dataset

Rule No Extracted rules Rule coverage Rule accuracy #Terms

Rule’s antecedent class

1  أسر" = 0 &"بفيلم" = 0 &"بوس" = 0 &"تقن" = 0 &"ذهل" = 0 &"سكر" = 0"
 &"شرح" = 0 &"ضخم" = 0 &"ضغط" = 0 &"فجر" = 0 &"فرح" = 0 &"قوس" = 0
&"كوب" = 0 &"محور" = 0 &"مرح" = 0 &"وتي" = 0

Neg 36% 31/36 = 86.11% 16

2 "mzyondubai" = 0 &"0 = "حشر"& 0 = "أرذ"& 0 = "بطخ"& 0 = "ممح"& 0 = "سبح 
 0 = "قرع"& 0 = "رذع"&0 = "رقبع"& 0 = "يلط"& 0 = "طبض"& 0 = "غور"&
0 = "قدو"& 0 = "جضن"& 0 = "أجل"& 0 = "نيف"& 0 = "روف"&

Neg 21% 12/21 = 57.14% 17

3 "of" = 0 &"0 = "نزح"& 0 = "مرح"& 0 = "نمث"& 0 = "مهت"& 0 = "لوب"& 0 = "عرب 
 0 = "فزع"& 0 = "بعش"& 0 = "كلس"& 0 = "ةيسنامور"& 0 = "حشر"& 0 = "يكذ"&
 0 = "أده"& 0 = "سول"& 0 = "ايديموك"& 0 = "حوف"& 0 = "للغ"& 0 = "بيع"&
0 = "قدو"&

Neg 5% 4/5 = 8 0% 20

4  حرر" = 0 &"حسس" = 0 &"خسر" = 0 &"درك" = 1 &"رعب" = 0 &"ركب" = 1 &"سحر" = 0"
&"طبق" = 0 &"مهي" = 0 &"يمن" = 0

Neg 1% 1/1 = 100% 10

5  أسي" = 0 &"بوت" = 1 &"جاءت" = 0 &"حجز" = 0 &"حنأ" = 0 &"خفف" = 0 &"دوأ" = 0"
&"رهن" = 0 &"روق" = 0 &"عزف" = 0 &"فسد" = 0 &"قبض" = 0 &"كره" = 0

Neg 1% 1/1 = 100% 13

6  0 = "رقبع"& 0 = "كوس"& 0 = "يسنامور"& 1 = "سأر"& 0 = "ينج"& 0 = "لمأ"
0 = "فسوي"& 0 = "لزن"& 0 = "ضرم"&

Neg 2% ½ = 50% 9

7 "com" = 0 &"0 = "رتس"& 0 = "دشر"& 0 = "أنح"& 0 = "دهج"& 0 = "يكريما 
0 = "مأل"& 0 = "دوك"& 0 = "فوف"& 0 = "ممع"&

Pos 16% 16/16 = 100% 10

8 "com" = 0 &"0 = "طلخ"& 0 = "سرح"& 0 = "فقث"& 0 = "هوت"& 0 = "قوت 
 0 = "ثرك"& 0 = "بلص"& 0 = "يقس"& 0 = "يوز"& 0 = "غور"& 0 = "ينر"&
0 = "برو"& 0 = "أون"& 0 = "مقن"& 0 = "يذل"&

Pos 7% 7/7 = 100% 16

9  0 = "امئاد"& 0 = "ففخ"& 0 = "رمح"& 0 = "نوج"& 0 = "ينج"& 0 = "تهب"
 0 = "حرط"& 0 = "غوص"& 0 = "ركش"& 0 = "كلس"& 0 = "يقس"& 0 = "قهر"&
 0 = "طبه"& 0 = "ذقن"& 0 = "يعم"& 0 = "صمق"& 0 = "يمع"& 0 = "أبع"&
0 = "رسي"& 0 = "يوه"&

Pos 5% 5/5 = 100% 20

10 "mzyondubai" = 0 &"0 = "روهمج"& 0 = "تءاج"& 0 = "رمت"& 0 = "سأب"& 0 = "يكريما 
 0 = "ألك"& 0 = "فوف"& 0 = "ضوف"& 0 = "أوض"& 0 = "قوش"& 0 = "لغش"&
0 = "رجه"& 0 = "فصن"& 0 = "جاتنوم"& 0 = "نهم"&

Pos 2% 2/2 = 100% 16

11  بجد" = 0 &"بدن" = 0 &"تحف" = 0 &"توه" = 0 &"ثري" = 0 &"ثقل" = 0 &"جور" = 0"
 &"درك" = 0 &"سرق" = 0 &"سوم" = 0 &"طوي" = 0 &"عمي" = 0 &"قسم" = 0
&"لطف" = 0 &"مدين" = 0 &"وصي" = 0 &"وضم" = 0 &"وطي" = 0

Pos 2% 2/2 = 100% 18

12  أدا" = 0 &"تيل" = 0 &"حفظ" = 0 &"دعم" = 0 &"سوح" = 0 &"قون" = 0 &"كيل" = 0"
&"هدد" = 0 &"هرب" = 0 &"وحي" = 0

Pos 1% 1/1 = 100% 10

13 "and" = 0 &"1 = "أزم" = 0 &"خطف" = 1 &"سقط" = 0 &"قطر" = 0 &"كندر" = 0 &"لأم 
&"وتي" = 0 &"ورق" = 0

Pos 1% 1/1 = 100% 9

Table 3  Comparison of the 
proposed approach with some 
other classification methods

No Approach type Approach Accuracy (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) Classifier size

1 Black-box approaches SVM 69.20 – – –
2 K-NN 50.00 – – –
3 NB 83.2 83.2 83.2 –
4 White-box approaches PART 73.4 73.5 73.4 10
5 RIPPER 72.8 73 72.8 7
6 OneR 61 73.1 61 –
7 C4.5 68.6 68.7 68.6 41
8 REPTree 69.2 69.4 69.2 29
9 Our approach 84.0 68 100 13
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Algorithm 3.Average_Equilibrium_Vector (Ceq1, Ceq2, Ceq3, Ceq4)
Output: Ceqavg

Begin   
s = Ceq1.CA + Ceq2.CA + Ceq3.CA + Ceq4.CA   

if (s ≥ 2)
Ceqavg.CA = 1
if(Ceq1.CA ≠ 0)

Ceqavg.PA = Ceq1.PA
else

if (Ceq2.CA ≠ 0) Ceqavg.PA = Ceq2.PA
else

Ceqavg.PA = Ceq3.PA
end if

end if
else

Ceqavg.CA = 0
end if
End.

Algorithm 3: Average Equilibrium Vector Algorithm

5  Experimental Study

This section is devoted to the performance evaluation of 
the proposed approach. Firstly, we describe the experimen-
tal design of the proposed approach in terms of evaluation 
criteria and the extracted rules from the used dataset. Then, 
the results of our approach are compared with the literature 
approaches in terms of the evaluation criteria. Finally, the 
obtained results are discussed and interpreted.

5.1  Experimental Design

This section aims to study the results of our approach and 
compare it with other well-known approaches on the OCA 
corpus. The corpus has been split into two partitions: 80% 
is used for training, while 20% is used for testing. The pro-
posed approach was developed and implemented using Weka 
and Rapidminer toolkits in addition to Python and Java pro-
gramming languages.

5.1.1  Classification Rules Extraction

The BEOA extracts a set of rules from the used dataset for 
document classification. For each extracted rule, the rule 
antecedent, the class, the value of rule coverage, the rule 
accuracy, and the number of terms were recorded. The rule 
coverage counted as the number of instances in the training 
dataset satisfying the antecedent, but not the rule's conse-
quent. The rule accuracy counted as the percentage of the 
classified instances (instances satisfying the antecedent 
and the consequent of the rule simultaneously) to the rule’s 
coverage.

5.1.2  Evaluation Criteria

The proposed approach is evaluated based on four metrics: 
classifier accuracy, coverage, and complexity in terms of 
the number of rules and the average length of rules of the 
classifier.

• Classifier accuracy: is the primarily used metric; it 
is defined as the ratio [78, 79] of the number of cor-
rectly classified instances divided by the total number of 
instances in the test dataset, such as presented in Eq. (13).

• Precision: precision is calculated using Eq. (14).

• Recall: recall is calculated using Eq. (15).

• Classifier complexity: measured by the classifier size 
(number of rules in the classifier).

where TN is the true negative, FN the false negative, TP the 
true positive, and FP the false positive.

5.2  Extracted Rules From the OCA Dataset

The proposed approach generates thirteen CRs from the 
OCA dataset. Table 2 lists the generated rules. The last 

(13)Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + E + FN

(14)Precision =
TP

TP + FP

(15)Recall =
TP

TP + FN
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column represents the number of terms (words) in the rule 
antecedent.

Table 2 shows that all rules have got considerably high 
accuracy value, and the average number of terms in the rule 
set is 14,15. The number of rules and terms in the rule are 
two metrics of the rule’s interpretability.

A CR can be easily read; for example, the sixth rule can 
be read as follows; IF the document does not contain the 
words "أمل" and "جني" and "رومانسي" and "سوك" and 
 and does contain "يوسف" and "نزل" and "مرض" and "عبقر"
the word "رأس," THEN it will be classified in the negative 
class.

On observing and analyzing the rules listed in Table 2, it 
can be seen that the class of the comment is significantly 
dependent on the words present in the rules, such as ","ذهل 
.and other ","ضخم", "ضغط", "فجر", "شعب", "ثقف", "فرح

Despite the important obtained performance compared 
to the literature, we observe, from the antecedents of CRs, 
that an important number of words used as features of the 
model are non-Arabic words, i.e., non-dictionary words. 
We report this to the nature of the used stemmer that, 
once it generates the word’s root, it does not seek for 
obtained stems in the Arabic dictionary for validation. 
So the interpretability of our model allows us to fix the 
source of this limitation to deal with it later. The obtained 
model is constituted of thirteen CRs generated from a 
word vector of 698 features (words). This model is very 
acceptable in terms of interpretability.

5.3  Performance Comparison with Other 
Approaches

The goal of this study is to analyze and compare the per-
formance of our approach. We have evaluated the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach by comparing it with 
some popular classification algorithms, including white-
box and black-box methods. Therefore, we carried out a 
set of white-box methods, i.e., PART [80], RIPPER [81], 
OneR [82], C4.5 [48], and REPTree [83] on WEKA toolkit 
[84]. The three black-box algorithms SVM [85], K-NN 
[86], and NB [87] are also implemented through the same 
platform and used for results comparison.

Table 3 shows the accuracy, recall, precision, and classi-
fier size (number of rules obtained by the tested algorithms). 
Analyzing accuracy, in the black-box approaches, NB has 
obtained the best results. For white-box approaches, it is 
clear that the model generated by our approach achieves 
the best results, attaining 84% of accuracy, and vastly out-
performs the state-of-the-art methods by more than 10% of 
accuracy.

The last column in Table 3 is dedicated to measuring the 
number of generated rules (for white-box algorithms). This 
number allows the reader to focus on the interpretability of 

classification models. From this table, we can see that results 
obtained by RIPPER and PART are concurrent to those 
obtained by our approach in terms of recall and precision. 
However, our approach achieved a better trade-off between 
accuracy and interpretability by using the intelligent BEOA 
for CRs generation, a characteristic we do not see in other 
rule-based methods.

6  Results and Discussion

In several domains, like medical diagnosis, industrial diag-
nosis [88–90], and climate forecast [91], the studies con-
cluded that the rule-based classification is the appropriate 
method to facilitate the interpretability of the classification 
decision [92].

This work has presented a novel rule-based classification 
approach for generating an ASA model from the OCA cor-
pus. The CRs have been intelligently generated by using the 
BEOA metaheuristic. Therefore, the extracted set of under-
standable rules in Table 3 can easily guide decision makers 
or supervisors in selecting the crucial words that influence 
the writers' sentiment and comportment. We believe that 
the compact classification model in Table 3 is due to the 
intelligence and the optimization property of the BEOA 
metaheuristic in the global ASA proposed approach. So, the 
current study demonstrated that the rule-based classifier is 
still effective for sentiment analysis.

Despite that, the obtained accuracy by our model, i.e., 
84%, is higher than all other white-box models as well as 
black-box models, and his precision is 100%, the accuracy 
stays lower than 85%, which requires further improvement 
in the rule generation process.

7  Conclusion and Perspectives

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a rela-
tively recent field at the crossroad of data mining natural 
language processing and computational linguistics. The 
field had considerable achievements in recent years in Eng-
lish and other Indo-European languages, but works in low-
resourced languages such as Arabic are still in their begin-
ning. The current work comes in this context to contribute 
to reducing this gap.

This paper worked on the Arabic sentiment analysis 
problem by applying a new binary metaheuristic to gener-
ate a rule-based classification model on the OCA corpus. To 
obtain the best performance using the proposed approach, 
a set of preprocessing steps were carried out on the used 
corpus employing the Rapidminer toolkit and the python 
programming language.
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Although black-box classification algorithms give high 
classification accuracy, they suffer from a critical limita-
tion: Their generated classification models are not under-
standable by the users. This research has focused on using a 
metaheuristic algorithm in rule-based classifier generation. 
We proposed the new population-based algorithm BEOA for 
generating the best set of CRs that can be used as an accurate 
classifier. The proposed algorithm is implemented using the 
Weka toolkit and the Java programming language. Hence, 
the superior accuracy of our proposed approach compared 
to other literature approaches.

Using our proposed model, a set of thirteen (13) rules is 
generated from the OCA corpus for Arabic document polar-
ity classification. On average, 14,15 terms were obtained per 
rule, which is considered acceptable knowing other rule-
based classification studies. Therefore, the set of a few short 
rules could be beneficial for finding the causes of text writer 
sentiment from a rule usage point of view. In each classifica-
tion rule, the words in the rule’s antecedent are considered 
as causes of the consequent (class) of the rule.

We observed from the obtained model that an important 
number of terms/features are non-Arabic words, although 
these features enhance the model accuracy. In the word vec-
tor of our approach, we prospect the improvement of the 
preprocessing algorithms such as stemmers, stop words lists, 
and feature selection methods. In future work, a new fitness 
function that considers the rule's interpretability may be 
proposed to give more robustness to our approach. Another 
improvement may be obtained by using other optimization 
algorithms for the rule generation problem.

Concerning the proposed BEOA, on the one hand, we 
can improve its optimization performance by combining it 
with other metaheuristics to produce a new hybrid rule gen-
eration algorithm. This hybrid algorithm may involve new 
exploitation and exploration strategies for finding accurate 
rules. On the other hand, we can check the rule set by an 
additional step to improve their accuracy, for example, rule 
pruning by adding new features or removing features from 
rules, i.e., doing a local search around the rules. Finally, 
the proposed approach has proved competitive with state-
of-the-art approaches. However, the large number of attrib-
utes can decrease the performance of the proposed approach 
in terms of classifier size and time consumption. Thus, a 
preprocessing step should be considered on corpora before 
applying the rule generation algorithm to remove irrelevant 
and redundant features.
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